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CLASS #

Vegetable Collection
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SCORING ()

EXHIBITOR #

JUDGING CRITERIA & COMMENTS

SCORING ()

Originality: unique and diverse collection and use of vegetables;
container enhances appeal in novel way

Originality: unique and diverse collection and use of vegetables;
container enhances appeal in novel way

Design: attention to balance, proportion, and scale enhances
appeal, proper number of specimens included

Design: attention to balance, proportion, and scale enhances
appeal, proper number of specimens included

Color: combinations of color used to enhance look

Color: combinations of color used to enhance look

Overall Appearance - Materials: high quality, healthy vegetables;
container attractive and appropriate for collection

Overall Appearance - Materials: high quality, healthy vegetables;
container attractive and appropriate for collection

Overall Appearance - General: the net impact is an appealing and
'eye-catching' look

Overall Appearance - General: the net impact is an appealing and
'eye-catching' look
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Vegetables and Fruits
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Vegetable Collection
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Excellent
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Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.
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